TINKERINE CEO EUGENE SUYU WINS PRESTIGIOUS
WEST COAST BCBUSINESS 30 UNDER 30 AWARD
Vancouver, B.C. – March 24th, 2015  Tinkerine™ Studios Ltd. (TSXV: TTD, FSE: WKN A119Y
and OTC Pink: TKSTF), Canada's leading manufacturer of desktop 3D printers and 3D printing
educational content, is pleased to announce its CEO Eugene Suyu has been awarded the
prestigious 30 Under 30 Award as selected by leading West Coast Magazine BCBusiness in its
upcoming April 2015 issue.
The 
30 Under 30
award is the second high profile award Eugene and his Tinkerine team have
received in the past 6 months as part of their journey to provide educators, students, and
consumers access to a higher performance and more affordable 3D printing experience. In January
2015, the Company was also selected amongst 26 of its peers for overall performance, notable print
quality, and price by Make:, the leading 3D printing magazine in its Annual 2015 Guide to 3D
printing.
According to BCBusiness’ editors, “Our 30 Under 30 celebrates B.C.'s young guns who excel in
their respective industries, give back to their community and planet, who will lead business in this
province for years to come. Each year, winners of our 30 Under 30 will be featured in the April issue
of 
BCBusiness
and on BCBusiness.ca, with one exceptionally amazing young worldchanger
gracing that issue's cover.”
The management and the board of Tinkerine Studios would like to congratulate Eugene on this
significant achievement.
ABOUT BCBUSINESS MAGAZINE
BCBusiness, winner of the 2007 BC/Yukon Magazine of the Year, is British Columbia’s foremost
business authority and the most widely read business publication in the province. By focusing
exclusively on business in British Columbia, BCBusiness provides unparalleled behindthescenes
coverage, chronicling major deals and putting faces to the major players. Our annual allstar print
editions—B.C.’s Top 100 Companies, Entrepreneur of the Year, and the Best Companies to Work
for in B.C.—are mustreads for all decisionmakers. Published for more than thirty years,
BCBusiness continues to evolve, and remain a leader in the magazine market. BCBusiness is
published by
Canada Wide Media Limited
, the largest independent magazine publisher in Western
Canada
ABOUT TINKERINE STUDIOS LTD.
Tinkerine develops, manufactures, and sells desktop 3D printers, content, and software for the
consumer and education markets, the fastest growing segments of 3D printing. Current products

include the award winning Ditto™Pro, Ditto+, and Litto 3D printers, all acclaimed for their high
performance and affordability. Tinkerine's 3D printers work seamlessly with the Company’s
integrated 3D software to make printing intuitive and accessible to anyone. Tinkerine backs its
products and services with Tinkerine U, the Company’s 3D educational content and online training
platform. With a focus on education, Tinkerine continues to provide 3D printing solutions into the
$86 billion educational technology and $122 billion online training markets.
CAUTIONARY NOTES
Certain information in this news release may constitute forwardlooking information. This information
is based on current expectations that are subject to significant risks and uncertainties that are
difficult to predict. Actual results might differ materially from results suggested in any
forwardlooking statements. Tinkerine assumes no obligation to update the forwardlooking
statements, or to update the reasons why actual results could differ from those reflected in the
forward lookingstatements unless and until required by securities laws applicable to Tinkerine.
Additional information identifying risks and uncertainties is contained in Tinkerine's filings with the
Canadian securities regulators available at 
www.sedar.com
.
Neither the TSX Venture Exchange nor its Regulation Services Provider (as that term is
defined in the policies of the TSX Venture Exchange) accepts responsibility for the adequacy
or accuracy of this release.
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